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Week Ahead Assessment Summary::

Big impact news for the week ahead P.2

Comment: US Dollar strength did pick up again as predicted but once more has run into the range buffers and could turn back slightly
weaker to neutral. Bear this in mind when selecting your pairs to trade. Another ‘super’ Thursday coming up for GBP – will they / wont
they raise rates? Expect some volatility there! AUD and NZD also reporting a lot of economic news on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Watch out for CAD Friday.
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About Economic
News:
Each week major
economic news comes
out from around the
globe that can have a
serious impact on the
currency markets.
The most important
news (in our opinion)
is listed here…………..
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All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval
system in part or in whole without the express written permission of The Stop Hunter Ltd; except where
permitted by law.
Commentaries, information and other materials contained in any part of this document are purely
educational in nature and are not intended to amount to advice on which reliance should be placed. They
should not be relied upon for the purpose of effecting securities transactions or other investing strategies, nor
should they be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer to sell or buy any security. We therefore
disclaim all liability and responsibility arising from any reliance placed on any information displayed in this
document (including without limitation liability and responsibility for any investment decision made), or by
anyone who may be informed of any of its contents.
Trading and investing involves a very high degree of risk. Past results are not indicative of future returns and
financial instruments can go down as well as up resulting in you receiving less than you invested. Do not
assume that any recommendations, insights, charts, theories, or philosophies will ensure profitable
investment.

